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#4 Ideas that Shape Cities
Urban Design

Kwon, Young Sang

Seoul National University
Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, Urban Design Major

#1. Urban form & structure
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Urban Form

• City Outline

• Urban Tissue

• Block

• Plot

• Architectural Typology

• Urban furniture

• Landscape Design

• Public Design

• Infra Design

Maya Lin
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Urban Structure

Michael Voltersen et at. 2014, Object-based land cover mapping and 
comprehensive feature calculation for an automated derivation of urban 
structure types at block level, Remote Sensing of Envirionment

Fig. 5. The derived urban structure type classification for the city of Berlin.

• Network

• Axis

• Linkage

• Landprice

• Central District

공간구문론(Space Syntax)으로 구상한 공간 배치 ⓒSBS스페셜 방송 캡처

https://i.pinimg.com/originals/fc/85/66/fc856699923da47cad4c856a774cafc6.jpg
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Planning and Design

https://madridusp.files.wordpress.com/2015/08/soria_-
arturo_-ciudad-lineal-de-madrid.jpg

Linear City

Ring shaped

http://opusteno.rs/zanimljivosti-f19/italija-palmanova-grad-tvrdjava-u-obliku-zvezde-
t29033.html

Irregular

Toledo, Spain

Planning and Design
Structure

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/8/84/Space_sy
ntax_-_Global_Integration_-_Brasilia.svg/1200px-Space_syntax_-
_Global_Integration_-_Brasilia.svg.png

Nolli plan
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Figure and Ground

Firenze Belgium
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Kevin Lynch
A Theory of Good City Form

• Cambridge, Mass. : MIT Press, c1981.

• 5 factors of Good City Form

Vitality, Sense, Fit, Access, Control, Efficiency
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Kevin Lynch

• 3 Normative Theories

• Cosmic, Practical, Organic Form

A Theory of Good City Form
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Kevin Lynch

• Cosmic Form

A Theory of Good City Form
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Kevin Lynch
Practical Form
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Kevin Lynch
Organic Form
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Spiro Kostof
The City Shaped

• Organic patterns and Grid 
patterns, 

• planned urban and natural 
urban structures

Spiro Kostof
Transformation of Urban fabric

Spiro Kostof
Organic pattern

Italy, Sienna Illinois, Riverside
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Spiro Kostof
Grid

Miletus

Verona, Italy

Simon Stevin, 1549~1620 
Ideal City form of Port City

Los Angeles

Source: http://www.wikiwand.com/it/Urbanistica_greca

Spiro Kostof
Diagram

팔마노바

장안, 당나라

<19C 한양지도>

일본, 에도

<비트루비우스적 인간>

칼스루헤

Spiro Kostof
The Grand Manner

Spiro Kostof
The Urban Skyline

Le Corbusier, City for 3 million people

New York, Skyline
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Beijing

Palmanova
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Christopher Alexander
A Pattern Language

Christopher Alexander
1966. A City is not a tree
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Central Place Theory / Walter Christaller

• The degree of performance of the 
center function of a region is 
proportional to the population 
size of the region

• Provide a variety of goods and 
services for the area surrounding 
the central area and provide 
convenience of exchange

Concentric Zone /  Sector /  Multiple Nuclei model
The City / Burgess, Park, McKenzie
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Morphology / Colin Rowe and Fred Koetter

Quantum City

Collage City
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Edmund Bacon
Design of Cities
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Edmund Bacon Edmund Bacon
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Edmund Bacon

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Citadel_of_Erbil
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Geoffrey Broadbent
Emerging Concepts in Urban Space Design
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Geoffrey Broadbent
Emerging Concepts in Urban Space Design
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Geoffrey Broadbent
Emerging Concepts in Urban Space Design

The Empiricists
Empiricism, England

The Rationalists
Rationalism, France

Francis BaconRene Descartes 

Philosophy, music, literature, art, aesthetics, architecture
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§ Periodic patterns of rationalism and empiricism
§ From the ancient times, we can see a continuous, periodic pattern of rationalism and empiricism.

Rationalist tradition
- Classical
- A regular form

An empirical tradition
- Romantic character
- Organic form

Prehistoric

Middle Age

Renaissance

18th Century

Modernism

Post modernism

Geoffrey Broadbent
Emerging Concepts in Urban Space Design

Configurational modelling of urban movement networks
1998. A Penn, B Hillier, D Banister, J Xu, Environment and Planning B
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도시 중심부 블록의 형태와 기능 비교 연구-강북도심과 강남부도심 블록을 중심으로

2013. 최선영, 김기호, 도시정책연구
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2017. 이정수, 최정우, 오영숙, 이정이, 도시설계

행정중심복합도시 1-5생활권 중심상업지역 사업제안공모의 도시디자인 지침 적용평가

#2. Cityscape
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Bilbao Effect

Why the good landscape is important? 

46

47 48
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Specific Architectural Design in Urban Space
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The Old Future
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The Scale

Le Corbusier, Modular(1948)
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https://image.slidesharecdn.com/imageofthecitykevinlynchcasestudy-141218100900-
conversion-gate02/95/image-of-the-city-kevin-lynch-case-study-13-638.jpg?cb=1418898598

Kevin Lynch, 1960. the image of the city

Kevin Lynch, 1960. the image of the city
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The path is the way the observer 
moves (road, railroad track, canal, etc.).

A central element in the aisle that 
binds and bonds other elements in the 
image of people about the city

If the main roads are not unique and 
can not be distinguished from one 
another, the image of the entire city 
becomes unclear.

Why is it important to have a place in 
the city image?
Frequent use or concentrationThe special spatial 
characteristics of the length and the characteristics 
of the front of the surrounding buildingProximity 
to a special place in the cityGood visibility, good 
location in the whole communication structure or 
terrain, etc.
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Kevin Lynch, 1960. the image of the city

An edge is an imaginary line that is not 
actually used, such as a pathway, to create a 
boundary between two different areas, or to 
create elements such as coasts, railroads, 
outskirts of development, fences,

The boundary may be overturned, but 
sometimes it is an obstacle that blocks one 
area from another, or two obstructed areas

As in cities with watersides or walls, the 
boundary plays an important role in 
unifying common spaces

The image of Istanbul is made by the Bosphorus River, 
which is a boundary for both Europe and Asia, and 
coasts and rivers are an important boundary for many 
coastal cities.Chicago Hong Kong Stockholm is bounded 
by the seaParis London Budapest bounded by rivers
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케빈린치의 도시이미지 : 3. 지구 district
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Kevin Lynch, 1960. the image of the city

A district is a region that is more than 
a midsize area with a consistent 
character in terms of an observer's 
"entry" or in terms of texture, space, 
form, detail, symbol, land use, 
occupant,

To some extent, not enough to be a 
complete single theme, is recognized 
only by those familiar with the city

In order to create a stronger image, we 
need to reinforce the spatial clues

There are clear and clear boundaries 
on the district, and there are soft, 
unclear boundaries that gradually 
weaken into the surrounding area.
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Kevin Lynch, 1960. the image of the city

A node is a pointing element, a strong 
point where an observer can enter, move 
toward or away from it

A nodal point is often a crossing point, 
but it can also be a 'focused 
concentration' in which a specific use or 
physical personality is concentrated.

The point at which intersections and 
means of transportation change is likely 
to be a strong node, which is where 
decisions and attention are made

The most important nodal point is the intersection, 
which is the place where the purpose and the 
personality are concentrated, the place where the 
function and the physical characteristic are combined 
like the public square (4th street of Gangnam Station)
When there is a characteristic in physical form, it is 
easier to remember the nodal point (Seoul City Hall)
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Kevin Lynch, 1960. the image of the city

A landmark is a landmark that, when 
viewed from the outside,

High-rise buildings, spiers, hills, etc. can 
be seen from various angles, far above 
small, low water

A landmark that is clearly contrasted with 
the surrounding background and has a 
clearly shaped or spatially significant 
location is usually easily recognizable,

Lynch defines the core physical character 
of landmark as 'uniqueness', which is 
unique in the context of uniqueness, easy 
to remember, located in the center, easily 
recognizable in many places,

Neo Empiricist
Gorden Cullen

"It is the contrast and juxtaposition 
that adds new joy and excitement to 
the experience in a series of changing 
scenes of cityscapes. It is not only the 
present scene that has already been 
revealed in every moment, There is. "

The Concise Townscape (1971)
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Factor Analysis / data reduction / 변수들의 상관관계기준
KMO바틀렛검정 : 0.5이상 (문항들의 상관계수가 잘 설명되었는가?)
바틀렛구형검정 : p값 0.05미만시 적합 68


